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Garnering three RITAs and a Christy Award, Francine Rivers is acclaimed for classics like

Atonement Child. Set in the 1850s Smoky Mountains, this Gold Medallion-winner tells the gripping

tale of a girl who's desperate to remove the guilt of her sister's death and anxious to absolve her

departed grandmother of sins. While seeking the elusive Sin Eater, she uncovers a hideous secret

and finds the truth.
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This is the second Francine Rivers novel I've read. ATONEMENT CHILD was the first. After reading

both of them, I found myself praying and thinking for a long time after. In my opinion, that's a good

book!Some reviews stated they thought Cadi and Fagan's King James Bible talking unbelievable. I

had no problem with it. Like the masterfully woven dialect, the way the children talked after being

saved kept pace with the rest of the story.For three nights (two in Fagan's case), they'd been

listening to the "man of God" speak to them in this way (King James) for hours and hours. These

children had no television, no deficit of attention as we do. :) They soaked up and repeated

everything they'd heard over and over--to Miss Elda, to Bletsung, to the sin eater, to each other.I

also saw their child-like faith as a perfect picture of the new believer. The Word is everything

then--nothing else matters. There is an urgency to witness and share that can only be described as

"life or death".For me, Rivers recaptured my own salvation experience and fascination with the

Word of God. Althugh I still study the Bible daily and witness often, I spent hours after the final page

searching myself for the initial passion (and compassion) for the lost I had during those first hours,



days, weeks, of my conversion.This book is not only an entertaining read, but a picture of how God

blesses those who love them, even to a thousand generations. I wonder too, who among my

ancestors held out, praying, hoping... for me.

This is the best book I've read in a very long time. The story pulls you in and leaves you wondering

what's going to happen next. As the mystery unravelled, I couldn't put it down! But beyond the

interesting story line, more importantly, this book really opened my mind and soul to the real

meaning of forgiveness. Young Cadi's struggle with her remorse and guilt had me crying, and I don't

easily cry over books. I should also say that I'm not a frequent Christian-fiction reader. I have read

the Left Behind series, and those are just sadly lacking in inspiration compared to The Last Sin

Eater. If you're looking for a great story that's going to reignite your faith and goodness, read this

book!

WOW!! i was blown away by this book and the message that it sends out. This is a great book for

people of all ages of every nation!! this book is one of a kind because you see that the main

characters are young children, most fiction books are written with adults as the main characters.

Having a young main character draws in young readers like myself!!! This IS the greatest book of all

time... once you start it, it is impossible to put down! you will want to just keep reading it over and

over again!!! (which i have many times)

What an amazing book! Francine Rivers does it again with The Last Sin Eater. Some of the main

themes in this book are forgiveness and standing up for what's right even when it isn't popular. Mrs.

Rivers does an excellent job of writing characters complete with flaws and unique personalities. This

book illustrates how the Lord can use even the most ordinary people to accomplish extraordinary

things. The story is compelling and will make you stop and think.

The sin eater is a tradition that came from England to America. It was a person who was paid a fee

to take the sins of a community upon himself. That person then became a social outcast and

recluse. This book tells the story of the last sin eater, deep in the Appalachian Mountains. Little Cadi

Forbes feels the weight of her sin so severly that she is driven to find the sin eater. The process is

one of discovery, intrigue, and redemption, as she learns the true nature of sin and salvation and

ends up turning her whole world (and her secret-bound community) completely upside down. Easily

Rivers' most unusual book, it is also one of her most powerful. Five Stars.



This book quickly and completely drew me in. Not usually the sentimental type, I pretty much cried

nonstop through the first eighty or so pages.Like others on this site, though, I was disappointed by

the "sunshine and lollipops" conversion of the primary characters. These characters deserved more

depth, more struggle with both their old nature and their deep-rooted misconceptions of redemption

and forgiveness.That being said, I was pleased with the resolution of my two favorite

characters--Cadi and her mother. Let's face it, by page 10 most of us were ready to adopt the

guilt-wracked child and struggled to see a deeper level to Cadi's mother than the woman's frigid

surface. The final scene with the two was delicately constructed and wonderfully revealing, and

saved an otherwise saccharine ending.So, the 3-star rating is an average--I give five to the

engaging beginning, four to River's 11th-hour rescue of the ending, three to the cast of characters

as a whole, two to the misuse/underuse of a potentially riveting character like the sin eater, and one

to the "Lifetime movie" treatment of Cadi's conversion.Not a bad piece of fiction, though, and I will

seek out Rivers' work again.

The Last Sin Eater is a great read. It is my favorite Francine rivers book and I love all of her work!

This novel is a different from her other books. I surpasses the genre of Christian literature. The story

is told the eyes of ten year old Cadi. She is a unique character that made me laugh out loud and cry

at the same time. The dialect added to the charm of this book. I really loved it!
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